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1.  Read and answer the questions: 

A.  Difference between ‘more’ and ‘fewer’: 

Name Questions Answers 

Prem Who has more books than Prem? Mohan has more books than Prem. 

Mohan Who has fewer books than Mohan? Prem has fewer books than Mohan. 

Maya Who has more kittens than Maya? Zoya has more kittens than Maya. 

Zoya Who has fewer kittens than Zoya? Maya has fewer kittens than Zoya. 

Radha Who has more apples than Raj? Radha has more apples than Raj. 

Raj Who has fewer apples than Radha? Raj has fewer apples than Radha. 

 

 

B. Difference between ‘more’ and ’less’: 

Name Questions Answers 

Prem Who has more rice than Prem? Mohan has more rice than Prem. 

Mohan Who has less rice than Mohan? Prem has less rice than Mohan. 

Maya Who has more milk than Maya? Zoya has more milk than Maya. 

Zoya Who has less milk than Zoya?  Maya has less milk than Zoya. 

Radha Who has more bread than Raj? Radha has more bread than Raj. 

Raj Who has less bread than Radha? Raj has less bread than Radha. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.  How many sentences can you make? 

Prem   pens  Mohan 

Maya  more ink  Zoya 

The teacher has fewer rulers than Radha 

Mr Shah  less paper  Raj 

Ms Rao   chalk  Ila 

 

a. Prem has more pens than Mohan. 

b. Maya has fewer paper tan Zoya. 

c. The teacher has less rulers than Radha. 

d. Mr Shah has more ink than Raj. 

e. Ms Rao has fewer pens than Ila. 

f. Prem has less paper than Mohan. 

g. Maya has more pens than Radha. 

h. The teacher has more chalk than Ila. 

i. Mr Shah has less paper than Mohan. 

j. Ms Rao has fewer rulers than Zoya. 

 

3. Make sentences like the ones below: 

    Example:  The man has two dogs. The woman has three dogs. 

    Answer:    The woman has more dogs than the man. 

                          The man has fewer dogs than the woman. 

    Example:   Prem has a little milk. Maya has a lot of milk. 

    Answer:     Maya has more milk than Prem. 

                         Prem has less milk than Maya. 

 

Questions Answers 

a. The boy has two oranges. The girl has four oranges. The girl has more oranges than the boy. 
The boy has fewer oranges than the girl. 

b. The boy has a little water. The girl has a lot of water. The girl has more water than the boy. 
The boy has less water than the girl.  

c. Ms Rao has three cats. Ms Shah has four cats. Ms Shah has more cats than Ms Rao. 
Ms Rao has fewer cats than Ms Shah. 

d. Raj has a little money. Mr Rao has a lot of money. Mr Rao has more money than Raj. 
Raj has less money than Mr Rao. 

e. Anu’s book has fifty pages. Raj’s book has ninety 
pages. 

Raj’s book has more pages than Anu’s book. 
Anu’s book has fewer pages than Raj’s book. 

f. The red bottle has a little ink. The blue bottle has a 
lot of ink. 

The blue bottle has more ink than the red 
bottle. 
The red bottle has less ink than blue bottle. 



 

4.  Put a tick by the best word:  

a. A library has (more, less, fewer) books than a classroom.  

b. A house has (more, less, fewer) rooms than a school. 

c. A jug can hold (more, less, fewer) milk than a cup. 

d. A bottle can hold (more, less, fewer) water than a glass. 

e. There are (more, less, fewer) days in a year than there are in a month. 

f. There are (more, less, fewer) days in April than there are in March. 

  

6. Answer the questions:  (The Clever Man) 

Questions Answers 

a. Who wanted to go on a journey? A rich man wanted to go on a journey. 

b. What did he want to take? He wanted to take things to sell. 

c. Why did he take gold? He took gold to buy things. 

d. Why did he take food? He took food to eat on the journey. 

e. How many men went with him?  He took ten men with him on the journey. 

f. What did the men do? The men would carry the things to sell and also 
food to eat on the journey. 

g. What did the clever man carry?  The clever man carried the lightest load. 

h. Why did they stop? They stopped for a rest. 

i. What happened to the bread? The men ate the bread during the journey. 

j. What happened to the man’s load? The clever man’s load grew smaller and lighter 
everyday as they ate the bread during the journey. 

 

7. Revision: Give words with the opposite meaning. 

Questions Answers 

the smallest the biggest 

the most difficult the most easiest 

the cheapest the costliest 

the saddest the happiest 

the slowest the fastest 

the youngest the oldest 

the most careful the most careless  

the best the worse 

the narrowest the thickest 

the longest the shortest 

the dirtiest the cleanest 

the lowest the highest 



 


